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• Different perspectives and aims

• Scientific researchers: building models, delivering assertions about nature or the society and collecting 
relevant data. 

• Engineers: building technical systems that "works" to perform certain functions

• Real-world decision-makers: design institutions that make society viable for its members. Settle 
conflicts, harmonize diversity of interest, organize resource allocation, leading,managing  etc.

• "complicated" and "complex" questions

- Complicated : require time and much trial-error but with a clear vision of the solution (e.g. prove 
that any even integer > 2 is the sum of two prime numbers : never achieved )

- Complex ! Ambiguity of the objective, uncertainty about  humains decisions and interactions

Decision-makers are facing the greatest complexity, engineers are next, researchers are last, because they 
try to overcome complexity by "cartesian decomposition" of complexity in  "complicated problems" that 
are eventually solvable. However, doing so does not help much for solutions of complex problems because 
each disicpline holds only a very tiny fraction of the answer: researchers can tackle complexity only 
through interdisciplinary teams and projects

Real world complex decisions can never fin a complete consensus !



J. M. Keynes  
Final lines of his major book: The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money

The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and when  they are wrong, are more 

powerful than is commonly understood...

Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of 

some defunct economist. Madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy from some 

academic scribbler of a few years back... 

Soon or late, it is ideas, not vested interests, which are dangerous for good or evil.

Les idées des économistes, qu'elles soient fausses ou justes, sont plus puissantes qu'on ne le croit 
communément. 
Les hommes de la pratique qui se croient exempts de toute influence intellectuelle sont 
habituellement les esclaves de quelque économiste défunt. Les cinglés de l'autorité, qui entendent des 
voix dans le ciel, distillent en fait leur frénésie à partir de quelque scribouillard académique de 
quelques années auparavant… 
Tôt ou tard, ce sont les idées, et pas les intérêts avérés, qui sont dangereuses pour le bien et pour le 
mal.



• Sommes-nous les esclaves d'économistes défunts ?

- Lesquels ?  Pourquoi ?

- Comment et avec quels outils ces économistes défunts ont-
ils approché la complexité du système économique qui 
est leur objet d'étude. Quelles idées nous ont-ils léguées

- Quelle est leur formation et leur origine ? 



Sommes-nous les esclaves d'économistes défunts ?

Léon Walras

1874

Carl Menger 
1871

William Stanley 
Jevons

The Theory of 
Political Economy

Augustin Cournot 
Recherches 
sur les principes
mathématiques 

de la théorie
des richesses (1838)

Vilfrido Pareto
1898
Cours d'Économie Politique

Mathematical Psychics: 
An Essay on the Application 
of Mathematics 
to the Moral Sciences
1881

Das Capital
1867

Les ingénieurs

David Ricardo
Labour value theory

Thomas Malthus
1798

Les néo-classiques

Jean-Baptiste Say
A business man

La valeur travail



Karl Polyani

The Great Transformation
1944

John. M. Keynes  

Gérard Debreu
Théorie de la valeur
Thèse 

an axiomatic analysis 
of economic 
equilibrium

Maurice Allais liberal and planning 

•Principles of Economics

• (ed 1890 to1920 ). 

Alfred Marshall

Paul A. Samuelson
Foundations of 
Economic Analysis
1946

From mathematics
to  economics
through theology

Kenneth Arrow
-General 
equilibrium
-Public choice
-Environmental 
economics

Joan Robinson

Friedich Hayek

The Economics 
of Imperfect Competition

Le revenu universel?
Ultra-liberal ?
Dictatoship ?
Free-market devotee ?

Oscar Lange

MARKET
neo-classical economists

Planning economistsLudwig Von mises

The Austrian Shool

Strong use of mathematics

Moderate use of mathematics 

http://digamo.free.fr/debreu59.pdf
http://digamo.free.fr/debreu59.pdf


Les économistes défunts et leurs approches des systèmes économiques 

Economists who are the slaves of some of the previously mentioned persons, are today categorized by the media 
as liberal (preferably ultra-!) or regulators-planners .  However, examination of their background, personal 
orientation, and the history of economic thought show that this often inadequate. 

The today so-called "maintream" in the wake of the neo-classical school (see previous slide), are centered on 
microeconomics (markets, competition, and financial economics)(*)/ It is often suspected to implicitely support 
capitalism, be devotee to market cult, bless any reduction of the public role, celebration of profit, acceptance of 
inequalities etc. However its initiator Walras was a rebel and a "leftist". Kenneth Arrow, a leading "market 
economist" of the second part of the 20th century has written (in a French review) a paper titled 'playdoyer 
prudent pour le socialisme" in the  late 1960s . The reference to Joseph Stiglitz, whi often leans toward 
altermondialism, is very often used dor modelling financial contracts. Sen, a welfare and social justice theorist, 
uses the paradigm of individualistic method, the same as the neoclassical economics system. By contrast, 
Maurice Allais, a political conservative, has pleaded for socialist solutions and strong interference of the State.

Academic economists are simply trying to answer "complex" questions !

Consider for instance what Arrow and Hahn have written in the preface of their book 'General competitive 
analysis", fifty years ago. I reconstruct their argument more fancifully in the next slide.

(*) Most of those who have receives the "Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel ", awarded by 
the Sveriges Riksbank, are microeconomists in those specialties.



Suppose that Sheew Palpatine, the emperor of the Galactic Empire in Star Wars, is just hearing the report by a special 
envoy about the unothodox situation in a very remote planet, located in a remote solar system of a remote tail of the 
galactic spiral. "There", says the envoy, "people are free of satisfycing their own desires and exerting their free-will for 
producing and consuming resources. They enjoy great individual freedom of movement and action". There is no central 
authority at the scale of the planet, and in most countries, people choose themselves their leaders  and may dismiss 
them. The bulk of individual daily action is uncontrolled by supervisoroy bodies . Palpatine, undisputable leader of a 
highly powerful, quite facist militaro-industrial complex, extremely hierarchized, where everybody is assigned a very 
precise social role to accomplish the "New Order", and were free-will defenders are executed, is horrified: "Who is the 
boss of the planet? Who is controlling whether everybody does his or her assigned role? There must be an unbearable 
mess on this planet, clearly in total disorder. How much people must suffer of this absence of a strong planetary 
authority! How weak must be this panet! This is unacceptable and must be fixed at once."

Nonetheless, against Palpatine, a long tradition of thinkers in political sciences and economics on this planet have 
considered that wide freedom of individual action seems more efficient for the functioning of the society and the 
welfare of people than "dirigism", or any type of governement by the happy few. Moreover,  the fact that, in spite of 
its many obvious flaws, this system survives and thrives in many countries, even in those officially anti-capitalists, 
deserves that one looks closely at the reasons why it is like that.
It is therefore normal that we use all the resources of philosophy, mathematics and other nature and social sciences,
to dissect this system and specify under which conditions it can work and under which it can't.

I think that most economists and academic researchers, whatever their preferences and their sensitiveness to people's 
welfare, are working with this mindset, even when they are imprisoned in the nets of some defunct economist.



New ways to approach complexity in the last five decades



The behavorial economists : often coming from psychology or sociology

Amos Tversky

Daniel Kahneman

The game theorists
Strong recourse to mathematical models 
and epistemic modal logic 

John HarsanyiRichard Thaler 

Robert Auman

Loyd Shapley John Nash

"Pure" rationality

Bounded rationality or contained irrationality   

Herbert Simon

Robert Shiller
"Irrational exuberance
on financial markets "

Recourse to mathematics, psychology, and experiments 

Paul Slovic
Risk perception

Leonid Hurwicz

Vernon smith

"Un homme d'exception" 

New approaches in the last five decades



Social environment

Economist and management people think that production systems are transforming low 
value natural ressources into higher value products, while they are actually transforming 
the low entropy products built up by Nature to restitute them ultimately into high entropy 
residus.

Nicholas Georgescu Roegen (1906 –1994)"

A world of contractual relationships 
Natural 
environment

Externalities do matter !

Non contractual relationships 

Affecting both sides 

The economic system

An economist that most students in economics have hardly heard of!

P.A. Samuelson, the leader of XXth century neo-classical economists, said once that to his eyes, Roegen is one of the 
most insightful economists of the history.

Nicholas Georgescu Roegen was both a physicist and an economist. 
He has inspired the present school of economists of "degrowth" 
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HIERARCHY

Outputs

MARKET

inputs

outputs

Externalisation : 

From hierarchy to market
Décisions coordonnées

Coopération imposée

Décisions libres et non coordonnées

Coopération interdite

A Inputs

A
e.g. Divisionnal
company 

e.g. Vertical 
integration 
company

COOPERATION - PLANNED COORDINATION - CONSTRAINT OF ACTION
COMPETITION,  UNPLANNED COORDINATION - FREEDOM OF  ACTION

HIERARCHIES

MARKET

Contrat

INFORMATION FLOWS : dense and complex
INFORMATION FLOWS : simple and reduced

Roanald Coase
Oliver 
Williamson

The visible hand of the managers

The invisible hand of the market  

Markets or hierarchies! Why ?



Herman Daly

John Vasil Krutilla

Graziella Chichilnisky 
Carbon market
Student of Debreu

Is more "Holism" and less "Reductionism" a way to deal better with complexity?

R. Costanza

Valuing 
world 
ecosystems

Rudolf de Groot

William Nordhaus

Garret Harding 
the Tragedy 
of the Commons
Science 1968

The economists of environment

Elior Ostrom



MANAGEMENT : Early Organization theorists 

"One best way thinking " : 
There is an opritmal solution to the organization and its maangement 

Their heirs : the French "Grandes écoles" X, ENA, in particular

Henry Fayol
Frederick Taylor Henri ford



Management systems :  The "contingent school" born in the 1960s
Some major authors;

•Tom Burns & G.M. Stalker,     "Organistic"  vs  "Mechanistic" organizations

•Chandler, Jr., A.D., History of large american corporation : "Strategy" dictated by "Structure"

•Michel Crozier & Erhard Friedberg  organisations are outcomes of "games" 

•Lawrence, P.R., Jay Lorsch, : the two opposite forces : differentiation  and integration 

•Mintzberg, H   (an engineer and organization theorists) Mechanisms of power in large organizations

•Charles Perrow   the environment determines organizations .  

•Eric Trist &  Joan Woodward (Tavistok inst.)   Socio-technical systems

•Joan Woodward  : the technologiczl factor : techology drives management systems

"No one best way" thinking Mary Parker 
Follett 
La psycho-sociologie 
dans l'action
Inventrice en 1925 de 
l'expression:
"gagnant-gagnant"

Joan Woodward
Imperial college
Technology and human organization



Let us be modest when facing real complexity :

Whatever your political posture and staunch declaration of a scientific approach to 
complex social events you still have to be aware of which defunct social scientists or 

economist you are the slave

Caton l'ancien terminait invariablement ses discours par 
" Carthage doit être détruite"  (Carthago delenda est )

Moins vindicatif et plus sobrement en bon français je préfère 
dire: 

VO I L À!


